
dark period of history between the two 
countnes. 

And it is the worry that he may be 
forced to make a humiliating apology on 
behalf of his late fa出er that has prompt
ed Japanese conservatives to oppose the 
visit. 

τbe Jap卸巴se Forei伊Ministry is un
derstood to want to use the trip to bring 
the curtain down on an unsavoury 
episode in history and open a new chap
ter in bilateral relations. 

But analysts say that there is a queシ
tion mark over the sentiments of the Chi-
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nese people towards the visit. 
“Even though the Chinese leadership 

appears to be positive about the trip, the 
reaction of the Chinese pop叫ation is not 
clear," says Professor'恥1itsuyuki Kagarni 
of Aichi University. 

Indeed, Japanese officials need not be 
reminded that the visit by the emperor -
and the statements he is expected to 
make while in China - will be monitored 
with great interest throughout Asia. 

Prof Kagarni warns that it is fallacious 
for Tokyo to presume that the trip could 
turn the page on Japan’s wartime atroci-

when Japanese history textbooks glossed 
over the wartime misdeeds and wlien the 
then Premier Y asuhiro Nakasone made 
組0節cial visit to a Shinto shrine ill" cen
tral Tokyo to honour the war dead. 

Beijing’s insistence that Japan’s mill
tary activities in Chin� be �escrib�d in 
the textbooks as an“invasion”rather 
th組組“advan田”continues to be seen 
by �y Japan� as in�rfer�nce in the 
nation’s domestic affairs. ‘ ’子、

Mr Miyazawa and other senior leaders 
in the rulins p釘Ly have said th単they
support出e emperor’s 吋sit.but onlすif the· .. 
Japanese people 釘e not unhappy about � 
It. 

Chief Cabinet Secretary Koichi Kato, 
the Premier’s right-hand man, spent two 
days recently listening to the views of the 
countrv’s eminent China scholars and 
opinion leaders. His pu叩ose, said the 
Japanese press,  was to try to ":'in 
doubters over to the government’S side 
before Mr �yazawa’S創mouncement on 
τuesday to aαept the invitation. 

Professor Tadao Ishikawa, who heads 
a private panel at the Premier’s request 
to review Japan’s foreign policy towards 
Asia, was創nong those who met Mr Ka
to. 

President of one of Japan’s top private 
tertiary institutions, Keio University, Prof 
Ishikawa said th� fact白紙�Miyaza�a
had delayed making a decision on the vis
it for so long showed that the goyern
ment had weighed the conse�uences 
caref1叫ly.

“’The choice was a di血αtlt one. Now 
the government’s job is to minimise the 
demerits and maximise the merits of the 
visit，＇’ he added. 


